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Skin laxity results from progressive decline in dermal collagen with age and presents as sagging of the skin.Tra-
ditionally, advanced skin laxity in face and neck is treated by the plastic surgeons via surgery such lifting. No 

matter where laxity shows up, it can be difficult to deal with it. Prevention is always  the  best  attack  method, but 
sometimes  there  is  nothing  you  can  do  to prevent laxity from occurring. Many men and women do not want 
invasive surgery. Some have a fear of the surgery itself, untoward cosmetic results, visible scars, hematoma, seroma. 
Others have a fear of anesthesia and anesthetic-related complications and even death. Still others are worried of the 
downtime associated with these kind of surgeries time lost from work, social functions, and activities of daily living. 
Men and women want a treatment with minimal risk, rapid recovery and acceptable improvement, minimal invasive 
skin-tightening. Devices have become increasingly popular over the last decade to improve skin laxity with minimal 
risk and recovery time. Proper patient selection improves patient outcomes and satisfaction. There are many devices 
available for skin-tightening, like monopolar radiofrequency, bipolar radiofrequency, fractional radiofrequency de-
vices, combined light and bipolar radiofrequency devices intense focused ultrasound devices, Laser, IPL. We focused 
the research in the use of third generation internal ultrasound that allows a treatment strategy that may deliver 
the appropriate subcutaneous heating for optimal skin contracture. The subcutaneous probe to apply energy more 
precisely at the targeted tissues and help to find the retraction of the skin and remove the small amount of fat in the 
face and neck. The use of minimal invasive internal ultrasound for facial and neck skin laxity born with Alberto Di 
Giuseppe, Glauco Mena and Michele Zocchi in 1992. Now a day with a third generation of internal ultrasound we can 
find better and more safety results. With the new titanium probes (2,7mm) and the special generation of ultrasound, 
the procedure is tissue-selective, targeting fat  while  protecting  other  tissues  from  damage  and  stimulate  the  
retraction  of  the  skin.  It’s powerful enough to eliminate substantial areas of fat but gentle enough to treat delicate 
areas such as the face, neck and arms.  This device is clinically proven to  produce  even  results  in treated areas, leav-
ing your skin smooth and firmness. Many cases and how the treatment is done will be present.
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